Insights into the structural evolution of amniote genomes
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Abstract
We investigate the problem of inferring contiguous ancestral regions (CARs) of the genome of the last common ancestor of all extant amniotes. We use the complete genome sequences and assemblies of 14 vertebrate species: 11 amniote genomes as
ingroups and 3 teleost fish genomes as outgroups. We infer large regions or syntenies of three ancestral genomes: the amniote, therian and boreoeutherian ones. We then infer patterns of genome structural evolution in amniotes: types of
rearrangements, long and short branches of the underlying phylogenetic tree, convergent and divergent karyotypic evolution.
We encounter and explore several methodological issues:

the construction of good conserved orthology blocks among all amniotes;

the detection of conserved synteny signals between amniotes and teleost fishes based on the principle of Doubly Conserved Syntenies (DCS) used in (Jaillon et al. 2004) and taking into account the whole genome duplication in the teleost lineage;

the detection of conserved contiguity and synteny signals between amniotes and the construction of large Contiguous Ancestral Regions (CARs) of ancestral genomes (as in Chauve and Tannier, PLoS Comput Biol 2008) and the linkage of CARs
according to the DCS signal;

the detection of reliable ancestral genome rearrangements (as in Zaho and Bourque, Genome Res 2009).
The ancestral boreoeutherian genome we infer is in almost complete agreement with previous cytogenetics and computational studies. Therian and amniote ancestral genomes still miss good references, as two previous studies (Nakatani et al. Genome
Res 2007, Kohn et al. Trends in Genetics 2004) gave divergent results. Still the amniote ancestral genome is found relatively close to the chicken genome in all studies, including this one. We analyse every karyotypic change in the chicken and therian
branches.

Detecting synteny signals (DCS)
between amniotes and fishes

Input data (species tree and gene trees)

Computing Contiguous Ancestral
Regions

-Pecan 12-amniotes-vertebrates multiple alignments from
Ensembl-Compara 54,

-Weighting adjacencies and ancestral syntenies according to
their conservation in species.

-Gene trees from Ensembl-Compara 54.

-Removing false positive contiguity and synteny signals and
ordering orthology blocks.
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- 159 CARs
- 87 CARs containing more than 1 block.
- 58% of colinearity with chicken genome
- 59% of colinearity with human genome
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-Double Conserved Syntenies (DCS): sets of orthology blocks
contained in an amniote genome segments whose genes have
orthologs in two segments of a fish genome.
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Orthology blocks and orthologous genes

Linking CARs according to the DCS signal

-690 non-overlapping orthology blocks on amniotes spanning
48% of human genome and 43% or chicken genome.

-Linking couples of orthology blocks that belong to two
different CARs but to the same DCS.

Therian ancestor
- 61 CARs
- 47 CARs containing more than 1 block.

- 572356 gene orthologies between amniotes and teleost
fishes.

Chicken

Human

Orthology blocks on
chicken genome: 48%.

Orthology blocks on
human genome: 43%.

Boreoeutherian ancestor

Orthologous genes
on chicken genome

- 28 CARs
- 27 CARs containing more than 1 block.

Orthologous genes
on human genome

Detecting signals of ancestral
rearrangement events

Detecting contiguity and synteny signals
between amniotes
-Contiguity signals: conserved adjacencies between extant
amniotes species.

-Recovering adjacencies and telomeres in two ancestral
genomes.

-Synteny signals: maximum
extant amniote species.

-Rearrangement signals: Double-Cut-and-Join operations that
correspond to reversals, translocation, fusion, fission or
transpositions.
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